Uncommon Learning
How a single book benefits an array of disciplines

Tale of the Tater
French-fried efficiency

Offering Refuge
Alumna at U.N. agency serves millions
A key ingredient for the campus dining centers’ award-winning performance is found at Southgate Food Processing Center, where about 1.7 million pounds of produce is prepared each year.

Chicago maroon and burnt orange aren’t the only ties that bind Hokies together. This year’s Common Book, distributed to all incoming students and woven into course work across campus, invokes a special resonance.

Nearly 30 years ago, Matthew M. Winston Jr. (marketing management ’90) moved into Vawter Hall as a freshman—and the new senior associate vice president for alumni relations remembers it “like it was yesterday.”

Kelly Tallman Clements (French, international studies ’88, M.U.A. ’90) assumed the No. 2 position in the U.N. office responsible for serving and protecting the world’s estimated 60 million displaced people.

On the cover: Coach Frank Beamer was carried off the field following his last home game on Nov. 21, 2015. Photo by Jim Stroup.
Winning the Right Way

by TIMOTHY D. SANDS

A
others have said before, the athletics program is our “front porch,” a place
where our community—students, faculty, staff, alumni, and friends—gather. It’s
a place where we extend hospitality to our neighbors, friends, and rivals. It’s a place
to win not merely with strength and skill, but with character.

This remarkable football season was a great example of how we come together and
celebrate the Hokie Spirit through athletic activities. We registered our 12th consecu-
tive Commonwealth Cup win; traveled to yet another bowl game; commemorated the
birth of our new coach, Justin Fuente; and our teams have continued to show our
connection.

While I have been honored to share the “front porch” with Frank Beamer during
my first two football seasons as president, I envy those of you who have enjoyed his
company for the past 29 seasons. I’m happy to say that while he may be retir-
ing to see his players and staff and the fans express their appreciation for his 29-year
mark in this one.

Erin Racine
Monroe Township, New Jersey

The article tells a compelling story of the
hiring potential of Hokies. … but I was
disappointed with the cover photo. As a
professional woman with 34 years in the
insurance industry, I have coached many
women to always dress for their next job or
position, which is challenging in these
days
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Editor’s note:
We intended for the cover
image to be received in a light-
heeled manner, and we flagged it as such, without mean-
ing to portray a real interview setting and
the requisite formal attire. Even so, we ac-
knowledge that the image has come across as
off-target to some readers, and we certainly
appreciate the feedback.

I hope Hokie women have more
sense than that. I know the photo was
done in fun and that the interviewer has

Thank you, Coach. Let’s go, Hokies!

TIMOTHY D. SANDS
President, Virginia Tech
“We have now studied the tissues from fish, frogs, and tadpoles; hair from mammals; feathers from birds; and ink from octopus and squid,” said Colleary, the lead author of the study, which involved scientists from the United States, United Kingdom, Germany, Ethiopia, and Denmark, and was published in a fall 2015 issue of the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. “They all preserve melanin, so it’s safe to say that melanin is really all over the place in the fossil record. Now we can confidently fill in some of the original color patterns of these ancient animals.”

The researchers determined that microscopic structures traditionally believed to be fossilized bacteria are in fact melanosomes—organelles within cells that contain melanin, the pigment that gives color to hair, feathers, skin, and eyes. Fossil melanosomes were first described in a fossil feather in 2008 by Jakob Vinther, a molecular paleobiologist at the University of Bristol and the senior author of the study.

Using an instrument called a time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometer, scientists identified the molecular makeup of the fossil melanosomes to compare with modern melanosomes. Researchers also replicated the conditions under which the fossils formed to identify the chemical alteration of melanin, subjecting modern feathers to high temperatures and pressures to better understand how chemical signatures changed during millions of years of burial.

“By incorporating these experiments, we were able to see how melanin chemically changes over millions of years, establishing a really exciting new way of unlocking information previously inaccessible in fossils,” Colleary said.

Researchers determined that the reddish brown hue of two extinct bat species from fossils dating back about 50 million years. The techniques can be used to determine color from well-preserved animal fossils that are up to 300 million years old, researchers said.

Northern Virginia during testing conducted in mid-October 2015. The closed testing, which occurred during the regular midday reversal of the Interstate 395 express lanes, did not affect travel.

The automated vehicle demonstrated lane-changing and braking responses to staged scenarios, including construction workers in the roadway, sudden traffic slowdowns, and passing emergency vehicles. The connected vehicle, which was equipped both with dedicated short-range communications known as DSRC and with cellular technology, provided advanced alerts to drivers in similar scenarios using vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications.

“The growing use of automated and connected technologies is no longer a matter of if, but when,” Warner said. “It is exciting that Virginia is positioned to be a leader in the development of this game-changing technology and the new jobs and investment that will result.”
Fuentes tapped to lead Hokie football

Justin Fuentes, who led a remarkable resurgence for University of Memphis football, was introduced at a November 2015 press conference as Virginia Techs head coach, succeeding Frank Beamer.

Regarded as one of the ris- ing stars in college coaching, Fuentes systematically brought the Memphis program back to respectability and postsea- son prominence, leading the Tigers to a 19-6 record in his final two campaigns. In 2014, the Tigers won their first conference championship since 1971.

“We are thrilled to welcome Justin, Jenny, and their three daughters into our Virginia Tech family,” said Director of Athletics Whit Babcock. “Justin is a very impressive individual who also happens to be one of the brightest offensive minds in college foot- ball. He elevated Memphis to unprecedented heights. His recruiting philosophy is pro- gressive and comprehensive. Coach Fuentes has displayed tremendous talent in evaluat- ing players and developing young men as they strive to reach their full potential. Simply put, Coach Fuentes exudes all the qualities that Hokies hold near and dear.”

Scientists from the Virginia Tech Carilion Research Institute and clinicians from Carilion Clinic have discov- ered a way to detect and target a cancer-drug resistant human glioblastoma cell subpopulation using a method involving a portable thermal imaging device.

Virginia Tech's head coach, Justin Fuente, was introduced at a November 2015 press conference as the successor to Frank Beamer. Fuente's rise to prominence, leading the Memphis program to unprecedented heights, has earned him respectability and postseason prominence. His coaching acumen and comprehensive recruiting philosophy are valued at Virginia Tech.

Falling down on the job

A slip-and-fall simulator developed at the Virginia Tech Carilion Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering is helping a variety of industries reduce a leading cause of workplace injuries.

Developed by a team that included Thurmon Lockhart, a Virginia Tech associate professor now at Arizona State University, the simulator allows workers to receive kinesthetic training—learning by doing—to discover the right technique to prevent falls. The Virginia Tech Daily email can sign up for the Virginia Tech Daily email.

One million Americans suffer a slip, trip, or fall every year, costing employers an average of $40,000 per incident. The incidents account for 20 percent of all job-related injuries and 15 percent of all accidental deaths—about 20,000 people annually, according to Triumvirate Environmental. The Industrial Biodynamics simulator helps trainees become more aware of the potential for falling, which can reduce accident rates.

Damage from workplace injuries totals $40,000 per incident. The simulator's temperature sensors detect falling and help trainees become more aware of the potential for falling, which can reduce accident rates.

Scientists from the Virginia Tech Carilion Research Institute and clinicians from Carilion Clinic have discovered how to sensitize drug-resistant human glioblastoma cells to chemotherapy. Their findings were published in the Cancer Research journal.

Lockhart joined three Virginia Tech alumni—Mike Abbott (mechanical engineering ’96, M.S. ’00), Jon Hager (M.S. mechanical engineering ’89), and Christian James (mechanical engineering ’04, M.S. ’06)—to form Industrial Biodynamics, a company that provides customized training to its clients. For example, the security team at Los Alamos National Lab practiced drawing firearms while standing on the simulator, which led to a change in how they wear the weapons. And workers for BP Husky Refineries practiced stepping over pipes and turning large valves.

The Virginia Tech Daily email can sign up for the Virginia Tech Daily email.

The Virginia Tech Daily email can sign up for the Virginia Tech Daily email.
Scrubbing bubbles

by MASON ADAMS

The collapse of a bubble triggers a black-hole effect on surrounding particles, pulling them toward the disappearing bubble. The study of this bubble phenomenon began in an unlikely place: with boat propellers. Engineers found that cavitation—the process of bubble formation in fluids—damaged propellers run at higher speeds. The discovery led to related research on how cavitation might be used for medical and industrial applications, such as breaking up kidney stones or clumps of dirt in wastewater.

For a study published in the Physical Review Letters journal, Sanghwan “Sunny” Jung, an associate professor of biomedical engineering and mechanics, used a high-speed video camera to explore the effects of cavitation on objects. Jung envisions that the collapsing bubbles’ effect on particles may be used as a method for cleaning agricultural produce without chemical agents. He now is collaborating with researchers in the Department of Food Science and Technology to explore how small bubbles could draw microbes and dirt away from the skin of delicate produce, such as tomatoes and strawberries, without harming the crops.

An NSF (National Science Foundation) initiative is assembling southern U.S. research universities into a partnership to develop a Big Data Regional Innovation Hub. Chang-Tien Lu, associate professor of computer science and associate director of the Discovery Analytics Center, is leading the university’s broad-based efforts on the project, which will develop public-private partnerships to address the nation’s big-data challenges. The South Hub will serve 16 states and the District of Columbia. Researchers at Virginia Tech’s Center for Modeling Immunity to Enteric Pathogens released a study in the journal BioData Mining evaluating a set of streamlined approaches for modeling the immune system—techniques that employ a facet of artificial intelligence known as machine learning. Technology to predict how our bodies manage chronic diseases may accelerate the discovery of new treatments, identify leads for further study, and uncover hidden knowledge about how the immune system operates.

In mid-November, Virginia Tech hosted the 2015 conference for the Alliance for the Arts in Research Universities. Attendees explored future opportunities and challenges facing arts transdisciplinary practice, peer review, infrastructures, and partnerships.

Joseph Wheeler in the College of Architecture and Urban Studies received the Virginia American Institute of Architects Prize for Design Research and Scholarship for the FutureHAUS. Professor Mehdi Setareh received an honorable mention.

The Virginia-Maryland College of Veterinary Medicine received a $10,000 Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co.-funded award through the Veterinary Care Foundation to treat pets whose owners could not otherwise afford treatment. The college treated a boxer who had swallowed a wooden barbecue skewer and was nominated for Nationwide’s 2015 Hambone Award, a contest for the most unusual pet-insurance claim. The dog beat 11 other pets, including a tape-eating cat and a snake-fighting dachshund.
**Oh, the webs they weave**

As a biology doctoral student at Harvard University, Brent Opell remembers thinking that it made little sense for someone setting out on a career to study spiders to be prescribed a class in vertebrate evolution. Although the leap from invertebrates to vertebrates seemed counterintuitive, Opell, a professor of biological sciences in the Virginia Tech College of Science and a 2015 William E. Wine Award winner for teaching excellence, was snapped. “Somehow, this course in vertebrate evolution put together biology and something akin to mechanics—the physical aspects with the biological aspects—and it was really intriguing to me.”

Over the years, Opell’s study of spiders and their systems and evolution has led to valuable discoveries. His recent research on the adhesive mechanisms of webs has gained the attention of material scientists interested in bio-mimicking spider’s glue for such products as environmentally friendly adhesive bandages. Growing up in rural Indiana, Opell was drawn to “mechanical things.” From his father, Opell learned how to repair clocks, and he also began repairing guns for a local sporting goods shop. From his grandfather, he came to appreciate mechanics. “I remember visiting him when I was young, and we'd go out to his shed and take stuff apart. He had cigar box after cigar box filled with parts. He was a big influence on my interest in understanding how things work.”

Go to vtmag.vt.edu to learn more about Opell’s work with spiders and their webs.

**Grant focuses on Virginia housing economics**

Virginia Tech’s Center for Housing Research is leading a coalition of researchers from Virginia universities in a two-year project to examine housing economics in the Commonwealth. Awarded $615,000 from the Office of the Virginia Secretary of Commerce and Trade and other entities, the coalition is led by Mel Jones, a research associate for the housing center, and Andrew McCoy, associate professor in the Department of Building Construction, the Preston and Catharine White Fellow, and director of the housing center. To address the relative importance of the housing industry to Virginia’s economy and to determine how the industry’s strength or weakness affects economic vitality, Jones and McCoy plan to demonstrate linkages between housing and economic development opportunities, including how housing developments serve as economic catalysts and how community vitality and household well-being perspectives are critical aspects of community and economic development.

**Engaging growth**

Charlie D. Phlegar (business management ’78, M.S. education administration ’87) has an affinity for the corps that runs deep: His father, Archie Phlegar (agricultural engineering ’52, M.S. Extension ’74, Ed.D. educational administration ’78), was a cadet and member of the Newly-Tighties. When Charlie was named the vice president of advancement to lead a new unit formed by the merger of Alumni Relations, University Development, and University Relations, it was no wonder that one of his first stops on campus was to meet with Commandant of Cadets Maj. Gen. Randal D. Fullhart.

“We’re very excited about the advancement model that Charles is bringing to Virginia Tech,” Fullhart said, “and we are already adapting our organization to further engage both our alumni-in-residence—our current cadets—and our amazing alumni and friends of the corps all around the world.”

A recent Gallup poll of Virginia Tech alumni (see page 14 for more on the poll) noted that corps graduates are leading remarkable lives, with measures of well-being that surpass all national averages for similar universities. “The poll shows that one of the strongest affinity groups for our university, if not the strongest, are graduates of the corps,” said Phlegar.

Even so, the Corps of Cadets is not resting on its laurels. Beginning this academic year, the corps launched the Global Scholars Program, designed to give cadet leaders the opportunity not only to travel abroad, but to link the academic study of leadership to field experience. In May, a select number of cadets, having completed a course as preparation, will travel to France, where they will connect the lessons learned from World War II D-Day operations to U.S. relationships with other countries today.

The generosity of friends and alumni helps make the Global Scholars Program and other facets of corps operations possible. “We know that there is a reservoir of support and energy for enhancing our development of global, ethical leaders,” Fullhart said. “What we hope to do through the advancement model is to better share our vision, our plans, and our accomplishments and how others can become involved in our mission.”

Measures of growth abound. The corps’ size has grown to 1,085 cadets. Hundreds of cadets moved into the first of two new residence halls on the Upper Quad, and plans are moving forward on the new Corps Leadership and Military Science building. Participation in the Citizen-Leader Track, for cadets planning to enter the public and private sectors, is expanding, and Fortune 500 companies are offering paid internships and scholarships to recruit these emerging leaders.

“This corps is moving forward,” Fullhart said. “We are advancing. And we are delighted to be working with Charlie Phlegar and his new team to further our mission of developing global, ethical leaders—now more than ever.”

Maj. Carrie Cox (M.S. civil engineering ’99) is the Corps of Cadets executive officer.
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Meeting of the minds: Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe (second from left) and Virginia Tech President Timothy D. Sands during roundtable talks at the Innovate living-learning community.

Undergraduate innovators share ideas at roundtable

Virginia Tech undergraduate innovators took center stage in October 2015, engaging Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe, state Secretary of Technology Karen Jackson, and Virginia Tech President Timothy D. Sands during roundtable talks at the Innovate living-learning community.

“Virginia is the best state in the nation for young people to innovate, create, and start a business,” said McAuliffe, who shared ideas at the community’s Venture Lab, where students and Entrepreneur Club members “are building Virginia into the entrepreneurial hub of the nation,” said junior finance major Brett Langstaff, co-founder and president of the living-learning community, which has grown from some 30 members to nearly 60. “With people from all eight colleges majoring in every imaginable subject, we do it all. Successful entrepreneurship takes people who completely understand how a product works, people who know marketing, others who know finance—and they need to understand each other. We become more versatile. We have engineers working with marketers and accountants working with designers.”

Managing your workplace emotions

Can keeping your feelings in check at work affect the amount of help you give your co-workers?

Published in the Journal of Applied Psychology, a new study by a research group that includes Pamplin College of Business Associate Professor of Management Daniel Beal suggests that the more people try to control their emotional expressions at work, the less likely they are to help their colleagues.

“Most jobs require frequent, if not constant, interaction with other people throughout each day… and our emotional expressions in these interactions [must] meet certain requirements,” Beal said. “Typically, these ‘display rules’—which are firmly embedded in our society and organizations—consist of appearing courteous, kind, friendly, helpful, and generally happy.” By the end of the workday, employees can be exhausted by this type of emotional labor.

Beal explained that the group’s research focused on better strategies for both controlling emotions and managing resources throughout the workday. The general finding is that workers can manage their emotions more efficiently and effectively by thinking differently about the day’s events. Simply approaching interactions in a more positive manner will elevate one’s mood.

The research also underscores the effectiveness of micro-breaks. “Throughout the day, take a few minutes away from work to do something that you want to do. Although taking the break itself is important, what you do during the break is every bit as important,” Beal said.

In naming Virginia Tech the fittest campus in America, the Active Times referenced other ranking systems and general facts about our university. My favorite part, though, is the review of Niche, a website where our students tell other students all about the school they call home.

I went online to check out the site. As I scrolled through that first page of reviews, I couldn’t suppress a smile, as nearly all postings boasted 4- and 5-star rankings. By both students and the media, Virginia Tech is celebrated and respected as an extraordinary university, and it’s an honor that we’re touted for an atmosphere of overall well-being and fitness.

The atmosphere begins at orientation. Students walk all over our campus and end one of their nights exploring McComas Hall, the newest gym on campus. Then, students who attend Hokie Camp and Hokie Hi events are treated to even more fast-paced fun.

Our top-ranked dining centers boast organically grown, sustainable foods. Our students have access to the freshest ingredients through our homemade recipes and healthy options. With nutritionists on staff, Dining Services is dedicated to educating our students all about the school they call home.

In naming Virginia Tech the fittest campus in America, the Active Times referenced other ranking systems and general facts about our university. My favorite part, though, is the review of Niche, a website where our students tell other students all about the school they call home.

I went online to check out the site. As I scrolled through that first page of reviews, I couldn’t suppress a smile, as nearly all postings boasted 4- and 5-star rankings. By both students and the media, Virginia Tech is celebrated and respected as an extraordinary university, and it’s an honor that we’re touted for an atmosphere of overall well-being and fitness.

The atmosphere begins at orientation. Students walk all over our campus and end one of their nights exploring McComas Hall, the newest gym on campus. Then, students who attend Hokie Camp and Hokie Hi events are treated to even more fast-paced fun.

When classes begin, the action continues. We don’t have the largest fitness center in the state, much less in the country, but when classes begin, the action continues. We don’t have the largest fitness center in the state, much less in the country, but we have really good ones that provide students exactly what they need. Seventy-eight percent of Virginia Tech students utilize the recreational sports facilities on campus. That’s a remarkable number, but our goal is to reach 100 percent of our students, and we won’t stop until we get there.

The Department of Recreational Sports offers 31 sports clubs and serves more than 13,000 participants each year through our intramural program. Our exercise classes have lines out the door, and group and individual training and our fitness facilities allow opportunities for students to work however they want.

Outside of recreational sports, the Corps of Cadets sets a tone for active lifestyles and the development of discipline for a lifetime. And, of course, we have outstanding varsity athletic programs.

When we talk about being “fit,” most people think of physical fitness. While that component is a primary reason for this ranking, fitness speaks to a well-rounded lifestyle. It takes body, mind, and spirit to be fully well. Most recently, our division has combined forces with Human Resources to create Hokie Wellness, which now encompasses both employee and student health. Our faculty and staff are the best role models for our students on campus; if they are pursuing a healthy lifestyle, our students will, too.

Our top-ranked dining centers boast organically grown, sustainable foods. Our students have access to the freshest ingredients through our homemade recipes and healthy options. With nutritionists on staff, Dining Services is dedicated to educating the Virginia Tech community about healthy living.

Being named the fittest campus in America is a title that our university deserves. We’re honored beyond words by this recognition and thrilled to use this as motivation to keep improving what we’re doing to best serve Virginia Tech. ©
We plan to do everything we can to expand internship opportunities for our students, because the impact of experiential learning on future success cannot be overstated. Internships build confidence, open doors, and raise ceilings. We want every Virginia Tech undergraduate student to have the opportunity to participate in a relevant internship or undergraduate research experience, and we are committed to fostering mentoring relationships for all of our students.”

—Virginia Tech President Timothy D. Sands

Alongside the largely positive results, the study revealed two challenges for Virginia Tech—offering more experiential learning opportunities and enriching support from professors and mentors—on which university leaders are already focused.

Virginia Tech alumni. "The "mentoring support" values reflect those who strongly agreed that as undergraduates they had all three measures of support: a professor who cared about them as people; a mentor who encouraged them to pursue goals and dreams; and at least one professor who made them excited about learning. The "experiential learning" values reflect those who strongly agreed that they had experienced all three learning opportunities: an internship or job in which they were able to apply classroom learning; were actively involved in co-curricular activities or organizations; and worked on a project that took a semester or more to complete. To read the full report, visit https://vtnews.vt.edu/documents/2015-08-gallup.pdf.
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WE’RE NOT HOPING FOR A BETTER WORLD. WE’RE CREATING IT.

SINCE DAY ONE, VIRGINIA TECH HAS EXISTED FOR ONE PURPOSE: TO USE EDUCATION, RESEARCH, AND INNOVATIVE THOUGHT TO IMPROVE OUR COMMUNITY, OUR SOCIETY, AND THE WORLD AT LARGE.

WHEN WE TACKLE THE WORLD’S MOST COMPLEX CHALLENGES, WE PARTNER WITH BUSINESSES AND ENTREPRENEURIAL THINKERS THAT SHARE OUR DRIVE.

Most-influential black artists in musical theater

An addition to compiling the list of influential artists below, Associate Professor of Sociology Pauline Marie Siemens, author of “Beyond Lift Every Voice and Sing: The Culture of Uplift, Identity, and Politics in Black Musical Theater” (Ohio State University Press, 2009), has shared a wealth of images, video clips, lyrics, and historical information at vtmag.vt.edu.

Margaret Bonds (1913-1972) composed symphonies, ballets, piano music, a cantata, and art songs; interpreted the Negro spirituals; and wrote two musicals.

Born in 1970, soprano Audra McDonald is arguably the best-known black theater talent of the modern era. She has received multiple Tony, Drama Desk, and Drama League awards, among others.

Bob Cole (1868-1911), James Weldon Johnson (1871-1938), and J. Rosamond Johnson (1873-1954) formed one of the era’s most prolific and successful black songwriting teams.

Abbie Mitchell (1884-1960) emerged as a definitive operatic singer, musical theater star, and dramatic actress.

A singer, dancer, actress, and choreographer, Ada Overton Walker (1880-1914) later wrote for popular publications.

The Virginia Tech Corporate Research Center, where more than 2,900 employees work in 180-plus companies, drives innovation forward by sharing the university’s powerful research resources.

Cadets move into Pearson Hall

On Nov. 14, 2015, hundreds of members of the Virginia Tech Corps of Cadets moved into Pearson Hall, the first entirely new residence hall to open on campus since New Hall West in 2009. Named in recognition of James (agricultural and applied economics ’87) and Renee (family and child development ’90) Pearson, the hall houses about half of the corps’ cadets.

Cadet leaders planned significant portions of the effort—dubbed Operation High Ground—scheduling platoon movements and organizing logistics. For a photo gallery and a video of the move, including the commandant’s explanation of the building’s various symbols, go to vtmag.vt.edu.
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On a shimmering fall day at the Pete Dye River Course of Virginia Tech, the New River so still that clouds overhead and hardwoods along the far banks were embossed on its surface, a photographer and a writer approached two Tech golfers coming off the 18th green.

“Are either of you Maclain Huge?” asked the photographer.

“We wish,” the golfers replied in unison.

Huge (pronounced HEW-ghee), the team’s co-captain and lone senior, merits the respect. Not only is the communication major and Atlantic Coast Conference All-Academic ranked ninth all-time in career scoring at Tech, he’s the reigning state amateur champion, the first Hokie to hold the title since 1951.

In early July, Huge, of Lovettsville, Virginia, won the 102nd Virginia State Golf Association State Amateur, a grueling five days of stroke and match play, held this year at Farmington Country Club in Charlottesville—enemy territory. During the 36-hole final, Huge said, “Everybody was for [my opponent, from Auburn]. When I made a shot, there was limited applause.”

A four-sport athlete in high school, Huge feels his iron play is the strongest part of his game, but he’s realistic. “One thing is good one week, and another thing is good the next week,” he said. “This fall, my putting has been a little shaky, but I’m working on it. It just never stops.”

On winning the state am: “It was awesome. I’ll take it.”

Ritual: Huge always uses a ball stamped with 1 or 3, and he marks two black dots on each side of the number.

First club: When he was four, Huge saw golf on TV and wanted to play. Given a sawed-off 7-iron with electrical tape wrapped around the grip, he was free to hit balls on the family’s 75 acres of farmland. He still has the club, but these days walks the sheep pasture with a wedge.
“Teaching is forever”

by ALBERT RABOTEAU

N oel Krieg is rightly proud of his contributions to the body of knowledge in his field, which include co-editing two volumes of “Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Microbiology.” But after having spent more than 50 years in academia, the Alumni Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences recognizes that “research is ephemeral. Over the years, I’ve learned that what is hot now, 10 years later or even five years later will be old hat. Teaching, on the other hand, is forever.”

The impact of Krieg’s teaching was driven home in August 2015, when many of his former students returned to Blacksburg for a dinner in his honor. Though Krieg retired in 1999, his legacy of inspiring tomorrow’s scientists continues through a graduate fellowship his former students recently endowed within the College of Science.

“Noel got us going, and this was a way of giving back in recognition,” said Paul Hoffman (biological sciences ’72, Ph.D. microbiology ’78), who is a professor of medicine in the University of Virginia School of Medicine’s Division of Infectious Diseases and International Health and in the school’s Department of Microbiology, Immunology, and Cancer Biology.

Teaching—and spirit

David Kohl was a professor of agricultural economics for 25 years before retiring from the university in 2003. He is the namesake of a teaching and outreach center, a fellowship, and a faculty chair position in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences.

“I taught over 10,000 students in my undergraduate courses, and one of the most gratifying things was to see these students go on and be successful in life, not only in their careers, but with their families as well,” Kohl said. “Whether they’ve given back $10 or $500,000 or millions, it’s very humbling to know they’ve given both money and effort to keep a tradition and legacy going on.”

J. Pearson (agricultural and applied economics ’87), managing director of P&L Enterprises and a professor of practice in the Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics, describes Kohl as “the most influential teacher I have ever had.” He said he has given in honor of Kohl because “I want other students to benefit from his teachings and spirit like I did.”

Since November 2014, the David M. Kohl Junior Faculty Fellowship has been held by Assistant Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics Kimberly Morgan. The Kohl fellowship has made it possible to fund a variety of experiential learning opportunities for undergraduates, Morgan said, including an awareness campaign her students conducted to highlight how the public can share the road safely with farm vehicles.

Among multiple donors to the Kohl fellowship is Mike Ewing (agricultural and applied economics ’88), master of forestry ’89), a retired professor of Virginia Tech. Ewing’s father died in the Vietnam War, and during Ewing’s time at Virginia Tech, he helped a fellow student who lost his father an entire year. Ewing’s mother died in 2015, more than 40 former students got in touch to offer condolences. “There are people, many decades later, still thinking about me,” he said. “I find that flattering, and kind of surprising and shocking.”

In the College of Natural Resources and Environment, students who were not even born when Vasey retired can still benefit from the generosity of alumni, friends, and colleagues who endowed the Richard B. Vasey Scholarship in his honor.

One of those former students, John Bailey (forestry and wildlife science ’83, master of forestry ’85), took classes from Vasey but also served on the student fire crew Vasey oversaw. With help from Vasey, Bailey developed work experience while still in school, teaching forestry skills to undergraduates, then later traveled to Oregon for a summer program with the U.S. Forest Service.

Given his former professor’s role as a mentor, Bailey said, it was natural to contribute to the Vasey scholarship in order to show “love for the man and respect for what a difference he made in my life and so many others’ lives.”

Today, Bailey is an associate professor of silviculture and fire management at Oregon State University, where he begins each class by reading a different book passage aloud in order to cue students to settle down and begin learning. It’s a technique he learned from Vasey.

Albert Raboteau is the director of development communications for Virginia Tech.
The recipe for Virginia Tech’s regular appearance atop Princeton Review’s list of best campus food (No. 1 in 2015, 2010, and 2008) most certainly includes the universal appeal of french fries.

The Southgate Food Processing Center—a little-known but key ingredient in the success of the university’s dining program—prepares hundreds of thousands of pounds of food and then distributes the food to the campus’s nine dining centers, a just-in-time approach that not only enhances freshness, consistency, and taste, but also saves money. For instance, potatoes bound for Burger 37 in Squires Student Center are a study in efficiency.

1. Workers roll in pallets of 60-count boxes of 1-pound Idaho potatoes. Various dining venues on campus use spuds grown at Kentland Farm, but the varieties raised there are too small for Burger 37’s massive fries.

2. Up to 300 pounds of potatoes at a time are poured into the 90-gallon Altair washer. Despite the fact that the tubers arrive already scrubbed, they spend 10-15 minutes luxuriating in an antimicrobial vegetable wash.

3. One by one, the potatoes are sliced on a special cutter for Burger 37 fries, demonstrated at right by Paul Fonner, the pre-prep supervisor. And there’s no waste—the skin stays on. “When we say ‘hand-cut,’ they’re hand-cut,” said Michael Corbin, operations manager of pre-prep and the bake shop at Southgate Food Processing Center.

4. After the cut spuds are washed again to remove starch, they’re packed 75 pounds to a batch into barrels and covered with water. Until the barrels are trucked over to Burger 37, they are stored in the cooler. As long as the fries are completely immersed, they can last three days in the barrels.

5. At Burger 37, the fries are blanched and then quickly chilled. They are fried at a low temperature to take out some more starch, cooled for 15 minutes, and then fried at a high temperature to blister the skin and give them a golden color.

Without the work done at Southgate, Squires Food Production Manager Michael Vanedistline estimates that he’d have to double his staff and buy $50,000 to $60,000 more in equipment—at Burger 37 alone. And the restaurant would also need more space. Who knew efficiency could taste so good?

In 2014-15, Southgate sliced up:
- 277,550 lbs. of potatoes
- 147,021 lbs. of tomatoes
- 81,000 lbs. of onions

The Southgate Food Processing Center prep a variety of items for Burger 37 and other campus eateries.
"I've learned that courage and compassion are two sides of the same coin, and that every warrior, every humanitarian, every citizen is built to live with both. In fact, to win a war, to create peace, to save a life, or just to live a good life requires of us—of every one of us—that we be both good and strong."

—Eric Greitens, author of "The Heart and The Fist"

Reflections: Already drawn to the international business world, freshman business information technology major Emily Shull was prompted, in part by the university’s Common Book, to add a second major in religion and culture.
Leading:

Junior finance major Hunter Garth and his fellow first sergeants led Common Book discussion groups with the first-year cadets under their command. Garth, who is especially proud of the cadets’ development and growth, said the book added credibility to abstract concepts, such as leadership, that the corps emphasizes with cadets.

We’re making this research personal. We think that every one of you is capable of changing the world.”

—Renee Ryan

Virginia Tech Magazine winter 2015-16
In the week of Veterans Day, two student veterans with a combined seven deployments between them led Common Book discussions in the College of Natural Resources and Environment’s First-Year Experience course.

Professor Dean Stauffer sought to emphasize two primary lessons in the book: appreciating and understanding different cultures and adhering to honor and integrity. “In our college, much of what we do is taking knowledge of natural resources and applying strategies to help people, which may come across as imposing our will,” Stauffer said. “It’s a lot more beneficial to go into any situation and understand the culture to work with people, rather than to force something on them.”

Business-minded

When Pamplin College of Business Professor Stephen Skripak was an executive with Sara Lee Corp., he couldn’t be successful unless they were successful. Such a partnership is what Skripak gleaned from Greitens’ description of SEAL training: the camaraderie to pick each other up and overcome challenges.

For his Pamplin course surveying business topics for first-year students, Skripak has underscored three themes from the book: leadership and teamwork, ethics and social responsibility, and cultural awareness. “The Heart and The Fist” added a “spark to the conversation” for students across campus, he said. “[The book] gives everybody an opportunity for some sort of connection, and then they can go as deep as they want with it.”

Coming to Tech from a magnet school with a heavy course load, freshman Emily Shull was leery of yet another “summer reading” assignment when she received the book during orientation activities in July. But Greitens, opening the book with his college experience, changed her mind. “He says that people quit SEAL training. ‘He says that, like, 20 times.’”

Shull also applauded the ties between the book and the university’s “stress upon service.” Said Shull, “I think the book is reflective of Virginia Tech’s value of Ut Prosim [That I May Serve].”

Greitens’ hardships informed his service and helped the soldier understand how he could make an impact. “It’s deep,” Cheatham said of the book. “It talks about everything that Tech values.”

The Brotherhood pylon called out to Jordan Hogge, a freshman public relations major from Williamsburg, Virginia. In the Virginia Tech Summer Academy, Hogge met her best friend, on whom she’s relied for support. In turn, she has applied to be a peer mentor for the 2016 academy, wanting to help incoming students build friendships. “I know [that] being here, it’s so stressful. You only have each other,” she said of her friends. “Those friendships are extremely important to me.”

In another communication course, advanced instructor Dale Jenkins assigned small groups different sections of the book—Greitens’ time studying at the University of Oxford, hunting terrorists in Iraq, confronting poverty in Bolivia, and more—and asked them to deliver a presentation and short quiz. “Make it come to life,” he said.

One group of four discussed Greitens’ SEAL training. “He says that people quit because they let fear get to them,” said Alison LeMait, a multimedia journalism major. “He says that, like, 20 times.”

“Go to your Pylon!”

As a member of the Common Book Project Committee, Marlene Preston, the communication department’s assistant head and instructor of undergraduate programs, appreciates the committee’s selection of books that reflect the Pylons’ values. “When students receive a free book that everyone is reading, they immediately understand that it reflects something important to Virginia Tech,” Preston said. “First-year students are exploring, changing, and affirming their personal identities. Using the book as a springboard, they can consider their own values and goals and their new lives as Hokies, college students, pre-professionals, and local and global community members.”

Since the program’s beginnings, instructors of the two-semester Communications Skills course in the communication department have incorporated the book as students develop writing and speaking skills necessary for university-level discourse.

On a cloudy fall day, students in Brandi Quesenberry’s class crossed the street to visit the Pylons at the end of a class period. “Everybody go to your pylon,” a student called out. Students had selected a pylon value about which they would write, and as they approached their chosen pylons, they fulfilled a portion of Quesenberry’s assignment by doing what college students are prone to do anyway: They took selfies. Joe Cheatham, a freshman business information technology major from Chesterfield, Virginia, was drawn to the Ut Prosim pylon. He appreciated how
Every time in your life you make a decision that you are voluntarily willing to confront your fears, your character evolves.”  
—Eric Greitens

LeMair cited a particular page, and the others flipped to the passage while she read aloud.

Amy Margolin, who is still undecided in her major, reminded her classmates of how Greitens described the perspective of a soldier who continuously—and jokingly—threatened to quit, but never did. As Greitens wrote, “I can quit later if I have to, but this, whatever this is that I have to do—hold this log over my head, or sit in the freezing surf, or run down the beach with the boat bouncing on my head—I can do this for at least ten more seconds, and that’s really all I have to do.”

Centered on service

Megan Hogan and Chelsea Robertson, undergraduate teaching assistants in the Da Vinci and Curie living-learning communities, respectively, are leading the teaching of Common Book themes in course sections of 80-100 students. Some students researched the global events in the book, and others presented “creative culture” projects to showcase the countries Greitens visited.

In addition, students plan to pursue local or regional service projects through such organizations as Habitat for Humanity. The book is “centered on Ut Prosim,” said Robertson, a junior math major from Farmville, Virginia, who is now considering how she might fill her summer with a service project. “It’s what we’re about. We use [the book] as a way to inspire freshmen to get involved in service projects.”

“This Common Book, in particular, makes it very easy to talk to people about service. It’s a very easy book to draw from,” said Hogan, a sophomore animal and poultry sciences major from Dallastown, Pennsylvania. “There’s a real opportunity in all that hardship, if we have the right mindset,” Greitens told a Burruss Hall audience.

Assistant Editor Mason Adams contributed to this story.

Shannon Mann, a senior biological sciences major, read “Little Princes” as an undergraduate teaching assistant for the Da Vinci living-learning community. So inspired was Mann that she traveled to Nepal for a month, working at an orphanage and teaching English in Kathmandu. “The people don’t have the things we take for granted, like running water and electricity, but they appreciate everything they have,” Mann said. “They are spiritual and religious and they love their families and each other and everything they’re given. It’s a beautiful way of thinking. With so little they can appreciate so much more. It’s a nice way of thinking that I was able to bring back with me.”

2015-16:
*“The Heart and The Fist,” by Eric Greitens

After receiving 163 recommendations for 103 books, the committee selected “The Heart and The Fist,” drawn by how well the book reflected Virginia Tech’s values, particularly the motto, Ut Prosim (That I May Serve). As Greitens told the Virginia Tech community, “There’s a tremendous joy to be found in service.”

Assistant Editor Mason Adams contributed to this story.
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thanks,

COACH
hen Frank Beamer emerged from the tunnel, jogged onto Worsham Field, and donned his headset, the expression on his face said "business as usual."

Everything else about the coach’s final home game on Nov. 21 versus the University of North Carolina said otherwise. Pre-game hugs on the sideline. A congratulatory video message from Metallica. Both 25-yard-liners—a nod to Beamer’s collegiate number—embellished with his signature. A nearly miraculous finish, with a furious 14-point comeback to push the game to overtime. Players carrying their coach off the field.

Twenty days before, Beamer, a 1969 graduate of Virginia Tech, had announced that the season would be his last.

I will be forever grateful to everyone who made these past three decades the best years of my life,” Beamer said. “I am so honored and humbled to have served as your head coach.”
I know he wanted to win a national championship. I've told him,

**YOU'VE ALREADY WON ONE.**

I said, "Your national championship is the type of man you were and that legacy of how you treated people and the way these kids loved you."

—Cheryl Beamer, wife of Frank Beamer (Inside Hokie Sports)

All in the family: Amid the ups and downs of 29 seasons, the Beamer family stood together.

I know some fans have different opinions on the direction of the program, but he's at a peace with [retiring], and this is his decision. It's amazing how appreciative people have been for what he and the staff have done for Virginia Tech. ... Now that he has the decision out of the way, he's enjoying this, really trying to savor every minute of it. He deserves it, too, every bit of it, because success never changed him.

**HE'S THE SAME PERSON NOW**

as he was in 1992, when he almost got fired, and that's the thing I'm the proudest of as his son, the example he's set for all of us in how to treat people and how to live your life."

—Shane Beamer, son and associate head coach (ESPN.com)
Beamer coached 25 sets of brothers in 29 years at Tech, with four families sending three or more sons to play for him, according to an ESPN story.

“It really has a lot to do with being approachable,” said Felicia Edmunds, the mother of Terrell, Tremaine, and Trey Edmunds. “You have to feel you can go to a coach at any time, that you can ask them anything, and you have to feel they’re being honest with you. Integrity has to be there. When parents let their babies go, they have to feel and know that someone is watching over them. … Coach Beamer has always said to us: ‘Any time you feel like calling, call.’ When you feel comfortable with one child, then you feel comfortable to send the next ones in line.”

said Trey Edmunds, “All that Coach Beamer has done — it goes way past numbers in a record book. He’s instilled something that’s going to be here forever. When people talk about Virginia Tech football, Coach Beamer’s name will always be remembered. For us players, we all look up to Coach Beamer. We’re playing for a legend. How many people can say they’re playing for a legend?”

“The dab: Never one to shy away from dancing, coach Frank Beamer brought the house down with the ‘dab’ dance following the Hokies’ win versus the University of Virginia. See the video at vtmag.vt.edu. Photo by Dave Knachel.

thanks, coach

He is who he is:

Honest, caring, and respectful.

— Frank Beamer, when asked at a news conference how he would like to be remembered (Inside Hokie Sports)
From every perspective—whether from players, peers, parents, or bosses—Beamer is a beloved figure.

“Frank Beamer has been one of the icons, in my mind, in this era of coaching. He’s one of the great guys in our profession. I’ve always admired him as a coach, but also the professional character that he always carries himself with and the way he treats other people. I think their program has been one of the stellar programs through the years.”

—Nick Saban, University of Alabama head football coach (AL.com)

“Everybody always asked me when I first got into the league, ‘Why did you go to Virginia Tech over some of these other schools?’ It’s that personal connection, that personal touch that those coaches just created with me and a lot of the other players that they were able to recruit and get to come to Blacksburg.”

—DeAngelo Hall, Washington Redskins defensive back (The Washington Post)

“When Frank first came here, people didn’t have ‘VTs’ on their car. We couldn’t even get anybody to carry paraphernalia in their stores. Nobody wore sweatshirts with Virginia Tech on them. ... I had a chance to watch Frank every day. I knew he was a good teacher, and he was a good coach.”

—University of Tennessee at Chattanooga assistant football coach Chris Malone, an offensive lineman at Tech from 1992-95 (Richmond Times-Dispatch)

“Coach always stayed in touch and encouraged me to be the best that I can be. The one thing he always stressed was to keep my family first. Before he asked me anything, he would ask me how my family was doing, how my kids were doing. He always wanted the best for my life, not just as a professional football player, because he knew that that would happen, but as an individual.”

—Michael Vick, Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback (ESPN.com)

“He put them on the map, made them relevant. When I was a kid in Virginia, no one wanted to go to Virginia Tech. They all wanted to go to UVA. He took a bunch of ‘try hard’ guys and Virginia kids and made them buy into changing the culture.”

—Former Virginia Tech Athletics Director Dave Braine (The Roanoke Times)

“Beamer is just the type of guy to make coffee for the office secretaries, move his car so an elderly person could have a better parking spot, take a campus visitor to lunch, buy a gift card for a staff member who became engaged a day earlier, drive 80 miles round-trip to spend an hour with a friend dying of cancer, stand up five times during dinner to have his picture taken with fans, smiling and laughing each time as if he had known those strangers for a lifetime, or tip a waitress 50 percent of the bill because he overheard her say she was struggling to pay off her student loans. You know what makes the man special? I witnessed him do all of those things in one day—February 11, 2013, to be exact.”

—Jeff Snook, who co-wrote Beamer’s autobiography, “Let Me Be Frank,” in a September 2014 article for thezone.net
My mom and dad informed me just a couple of days ago that you had decided to retire from coaching. I know this was a decision you gave much thought to—a decision that was very difficult for you to make.

I guess all things have to come to an end. The difficult part is deciding when.

I just wanted to take a moment to say thank you for what you have done for me over the years. I know this: What I am doing today and what I am very happy doing would never have been possible if it had not been for you.”

—in a 1974 letter, Frank Beamer, then an assistant coach at The Citadel, wrote to his former high school coach
(The Roanoke Times)
Old Guard Reunion Weekend

featuring anniversary dinners for the Classes of ’46, ’51, ’56, and ’61

May 18 – 20, 2016

Registration opens early 2016

www.alumni.vt.edu/oldguard

The Old Guard Reunion provides a wonderful opportunity to visit with classmates and other Hokies and learn about exciting things happening at Virginia Tech today. Don’t miss this chance to meet several of Virginia Tech’s impressive faculty, staff, and students as you reconnect with other alumni. Make plans now to celebrate with the Old Guard in 2016!
Welcome home

It may have been nearly 30 years ago since I moved into Vawter Hall as a freshman, but I remember it like it was yesterday. The fall day was crisp, and the sky was cloudless. Half of the residents had already set up their lofts and taped posters on their walls. My roommate and I trudged up three flights of stairs with our bags, our small refrigerator, and our stereo equipment—which turned out to be our most important possession. Our hall mates’ musical tastes were broad and diverse, and we used these new inventions known as compact discs to introduce ourselves to those who came together from around the world to join the Hokie Nation.

Over the next four years, I learned from faculty members who were experts in their fields and cared for students like me. I logged countless miles on that wind-blown Drill field in the heat, rain, sleet, and snow. I spent hours sitting on the walls in front of McBryde Hall, Dietrick Dining Hall, and Pamplin Hall, waiting to talk with friends. And I hung out in the stacks in the Newman Library, seeking a quiet place to study.

Since those days as an undergraduate, I’ve enjoyed being an alumnus. Like many of you, I have attended reunions and game-watching parties. I have contributed to scholarships, recruited students to Tech, and helped fellow Hokies find job opportunities. And I have returned to campus to cheer for our student-athletes, visit with a former professor, and hang out with old friends—all while sporting the familiar colors of Chicago maroon and burnt orange.

My history with Virginia Tech is just a glimpse into the shared experiences of the Hokie Nation. Whether you came from a large or small school, whether you were in-state or out-of-state, or whether you were in the Corps of Cadets or the Marching Virginians, you have so many things in common with the person beside whom you sat in class, your next-door neighbor in your apartment or dorm, or the person with whom you shared a bus seat. We are almost 250,000 strong, and we have a collective legacy of service, success, and memories. We are all Hokies, and that means something.

That legacy is what makes my new role in alumni relations so incredibly exciting. I get to explore the ties that bind us, celebrate with you those shared experiences, and engage with you in service to an institution that has given each of us so much. Thank you for taking this journey with me.

Go, Hokies!

Matthew M. Winston Jr. (marketing management ’90) was named the senior associate vice president for alumni relations in September 2015.
Alumni Association events

Civil War Weekend – March 18-20
For a quarter century, our annual Civil War Weekend has showcased Virginia Tech’s many contributions to the study of Civil War history. Virginia Tech alumni and other Civil War enthusiasts will gather once again at The Inn at Virginia Tech. Sponsored in partnership with the Virginia Center for Civil War Studies, the program includes lectures from leading historians, such as James I. “Bud” Robertson Jr. and William C. “Jack” Davis, as well as Civil War-era music from two bands.
$275 per person, or $100 for Saturday only

Behind the Scenes at Virginia Tech – April 8-10
Take in tours of new research laboratories, computing operations, athletic facilities, and academic buildings. Hear from faculty about how their research is making an impact.
$125 per person

A Day in the Life of College Admissions – July 8-9
This program assists 2017 and 2018 high school graduates and their parents with navigating the college application process. Highlights include posters for conducting an effective college search, a behind-the-scenes look at college admissions, and application preparation tips from admissions professionals. Register early to secure your spot in a program that regularly sells out.
$130 per adult, $100 per student

Fourth Annual Hokie Classic Golf Tournament – June 13
Join fellow alumni, guests, and friends for a captain’s choice golf tournament at the award-winning Pete Dye River Course. Registration includes green fees, carting, and door prizes, a commemorative polo shirt, adult beverages, lunch, and a post-tournament dinner in the beautiful clubhouse overlooking the New River. Enjoyable for golfers of every skill level, the tournament will feature Virginia Tech coaches and former varsity players.
$135 per person, $500 per foursome

For alumni and their families and friends, the Alumni Association is offering weekend programs devoted to history, health, behind-the-scenes glimpses of Virginia Tech, and the interests of college-bound students. Alumni events offer opportunities to connect with fellow alumni at a golf tournament or a microbrew festival.

For more information, visit alumni.vt.edu. Accommodations at The Inn at Virginia Tech are available for all events. For reservations and special alumni pricing, call 877-200-3360.

Accommodations at The Inn at Virginia Tech are available for all events. For reservations and special alumni pricing, call 877-200-3360.

For more information, visit alumni.vt.edu. Accommodations at The Inn at Virginia Tech are available for all events. For reservations and special alumni pricing, call 877-200-3360.

For more information, visit alumni.vt.edu. Accommodations at The Inn at Virginia Tech are available for all events. For reservations and special alumni pricing, call 877-200-3360.

JIM STROUP

Alumni Association Board of Directors ballot

The board of directors nominating committee has proposed the following nominees for election to three-year terms from 2016 through 2019. Please vote for up to 11 nominees, and return the ballot by Friday, April 1. Results will be announced at the Alumni Association board meeting in late April.

- Justin O. Graves (sociology ‘12, M.A. educational leadership and policy studies ‘14), Fairfax, Virginia
- Travis E. Hardy (geography ‘01), Leesburg, Virginia
- Matthew T. Joy (M.D. ‘14), Roanoke, Virginia
- Mark S. Lawrence (management ‘80), Roanoke, Virginia
- Melissa Byrne Nelson (finance ‘92), Richmond, Virginia
- Richard S. Roszak (management ‘71), Blacksburg, Virginia
- Susan Bull Ryan (biological sciences ‘88), Fredericksburg, Virginia
- Winston A. Samuels (M.S. animal science ‘81, Ph.D. ‘83), Warwick, New York
- Judy McIntire Springer (international studies, communication ‘95), Swedesboro, New Jersey
- Keith J. Stemple (history ‘95), Washington, D.C.
- Kai M. Zipf (engineering science and mechanics ‘05), Atlanta, Georgia

Write-in nomination

Signature

Return to:
Virginia Tech Alumni Association
Holtzman Alumni Center (0102) 901 Prices Fork Road
Blacksburg, VA 24061
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Get involved with the Alumni Association through one of the 130-plus chapters and clubs around the world. Find a chapter or club near you today. Questions? Contact Ginny Richmond, ginnyr@vt.edu.

IN-STATE: Allegheny Highlands – Kathleen All, sandhills@lcom.augusta.edu | Augusta – Carrie Cosy, augusta-countyhokies@gmail.com | Central Virginia – Larry Grant II, grantsc@vt.edu | Charlottesville – Martin Harri, jmar@vt.edu | Commonwealth – Volunteer needed | Danville – Volunteer needed | Eastern Shore – Worth Saunders, aseopes@vtau.edu | Emporium – Roanoke Rapids – Kevin Swenson, kswenson092@gmail.com | Faquier – Robert Miller, robert.miller201@gmail.com | Franklin County/Smitt Mountain Lake – Tom Curling, fscm-hokies@vt.edu | Friedensburg Area – Frank Eale, fale@live.metrocast.net | Halifax – Carly Wimbish, mwimbish1@gmail.com | Loudoun County – Lynette Mergler, lyr13@lcom.wlu.edu | Massanutten – Brett Hockenberry, brtht02@vt.edu | National Capital Region – Brent Blevins, brent.blevins@vtau.com | New River Valley – Cyno Graham, cyno@vt.edu | Patrick Henry – Volunteer needed | Peanut – Volunteer needed | Peninsula – Lindsay Hatting, lhatting@vt.edu | Piedmont – Culpeper Area – Volunteer needed | Prince William – Kristy Artigo, kristy@vtauincarnations.com | Richmond – Charlie Wood, charlie@woodattributeforaccess.com | Roanoke Valley – Amanda Downing, raokehokies@vt.edu | Rockbridge – Lynn Jones, linny@embarraga.com | Shenandoah – Robin McCall, rmc04147@gmail.com | Southside – Frank H Turner, frank@turner@hotmail.com | Southwest Virginia – Hugh Ferguson, hferguson@vtbanc.com | Tidewater – Ronnie Gill, rgill@colonialfarmcredit.com | Tidewater – Volunteer needed

OUT-OF-STATE: Alabama: Birmingham – Chrissy Behnke, christine.behnke@wavenetenergy.com | North Alabama – Mark Zesinger, mark@zesinger.com | Arizona: Flagstaff – Volunteer needed | Greater Phoenix – Volunteer needed | Tucson – Diane Manns, danmanns@yahoocom | California: Los Angeles – Caroline Harrison Kirk, carolinekirk@vt.edu | Orange County – Todd Dale, tjdavith@vta.edu | Sacramento – Jule Bartons, jbaarters@lcom.wlu.edu | San Diego – Chris Waskiewcz, chris.waskiewcz@vt.edu | San Francisco Bay Area – Hans Bernhardt, hans@chicklantails.com | Colorado: Colorado Springs – Russell Bollish, rjbollish@gmail.com | Denver – Amara East, armee@lcom.wlu.edu | Connecticut – Volunteer needed | Delaware: First State – Steve Cason, steve.g.cason@du Pont.com | Florida: Central Florida – Alfred Reaves, vteamaver@gmail.com | Gainesville – Volunteer needed | Jacksonville – Neil McLellan, neilasaurus@yahoo.com | Northwest Florida – Carlos Cuill, cullicw21@hotmail.com | South Florida – Scott Fairchot, davisroth eren@gmail.com | Southwest Florida – Mark Helmbig, diane.paradise@lcom.wlu.edu | Georgia: Athens – Sherry Clouser, sandi@uga.edu | Atlanta – Chris Cassell, chriscassell@gmail.com | Central Savannah River Area – Robyn Sharpe Williams, rsharpe@vt.edu | Savannah – Charlotte Hall, charl hall@wlu.edu

Hawaii: Maegan O’Neal, hokie@hawaii.edu

Illinois: Chicago – Joe Riccio, chicagohokies@gmail.com | Indiana: Indianapolis – Bob Brown, erickn@vt.edu | Iowa: Kelley Drowne, kelleyoconnor@char.com | Kansas: Wichita – Nathan Kane, nathanjan@wku.edu | Kentucky: Kentucky – Steve Hefner, steve.hefner@prysm.com | Lexington – Patrick Watkins, patw@uky.edu

Louisiana: New Orleans/Baton Rouge – Volunteer needed

Maryland: Annapolis – Becky Ohrfield, booksmith@komcast.net | Baltimore – Tim Fouts, timfouts@vta.edu | Western Maryland – Jennifer Griesbach, janie@lcom.wlu.edu

Massachusetts: New England – Bill Saam, bsaam9@gmail.com

Michigan: Southeastern Michigan – Abigail Lynn Prout, vta2002@lcom.wlu.edu

Minnesota: Mark Gingrich, ghingrich@vt.edu

Missouri: Kansas City – Alison Blooz, a blooz1954@gmail.com | St. Louis – Raymond Chang, raymond.chang.12@gmail.com

Nebraska: Omaha – Tracey Beck, becktrace24@cox.net

Neve: Las Vegas – Florence Jordan, vatedwood@cox.net

New Jersey: Mark Matoney, mark.matoney@compass-usa.com

New York City – Steve White, stevewhite9570@gmail.com | Rochester/Buffalo – Volunteer needed | Binghamton – Lynette Wright, wynlennymp@gmail.com

North Carolina: Charlotte – Melanie Langmead, melanie.langmead9@gmail.com | Coastal Carolina – Joe Rumsey, jorumesy@lcom.wlu.edu | Crystal Coast – Kristine Ouellet, ko1ux@lcom.wlu.edu | Greenville – Heather Dunnigan, vdunnigan@lcom.wlu.edu | NC Triad – James Goff, jgoff717@triad.rr.com | Pinehurst – Edward Duffy, eddyj@nc.com | Triangle – Daniel Stevens, dastvns@gmail.com

Ohio: Cincinnati – Dave Dortch, dorotch@northhokies.com | Columbus – Volunteer needed | Dayton – Christy Herman, chrdshkirkenia1912-oh.us | Northeast Ohio – David Rasmussen, drasmusi@vt.edu

Oregon: Portland – Volunteer needed

Pennsylvania: Central Pennsylvania – Heather White, haweski@gmail.com | Eastern Pennsylvania – Benjamin Schiech ter, bschliechter@gmail.com | Philadelphia – Joanne Wright, jkrygorgan03@gmail.com

Pittsburgh – Ashley Roth, ashleyshannon.holmes@gmail.com

South Carolina: Charleston – Tiff any Ritchie, priestpat@gmail.com | Columbia – Stephanie Kitchen, skitchen@lcom.wlu.edu | Grand Strand/Myrtle Beach – Jeff Mense, jmjohnie@lcom.wlu.edu | Palmetto – Tyler Sites, 4statesvt.com

Tennessee: Chattanooga – Keith Hagy, kthagy@gmail.com | East Tennessee – Keith Punter, vtaalum@gmail.com | Knoxville – Jim Warren, jimw00300x@gmail.com | Memphis – Volunteer needed | Middle Tennessee – Katherine Fortas, katherinfortas@lcom.wlu.edu

Texas: Austin – Kel Delancey, kelbol lance@gmail.com | Dallas/Ft. Worth – Kristin Donnally, kdonnally@lcom.wlu.edu | Houston – Jeff Darbo, jdarbo@gmail.com | San Antonio – Katie Riddick, katie.riddick1@gmail.com

Utah: Matta Visike, mitsela@kysiana.com

Washington: Greater Seattle – Gavan Seevalray, gavann.sawhney@gmail.com

West Virginia: Charleston – Kim Goler, kcoleon19@gmail.com

Wichita: Andrew Purner, purmer@gmail.com

International:

Belgium – Dennis Holick, dholickc@vtau.com

Germany – James Pavly, jpavly15@gmail.com

Hong Kong – Kelly Cox, coseley@yahoo.com

India (Hyderabad) – Sujam Reddy, reddysujana@gmail.com

India (Mumbai) – Mohan Agarwal, mahimanit@gmail.com

Turkey – First Fidan, rfi@lcom.wlu.edu

Virginia Tech alumni chapter contacts

Virginia Tech alumni association
2014-15 chapter awards

Outstanding Chapter:

**Gold**
- Alleghany Highlands, Atlanta, Baltimore, Central Florida, Charlotte, Denver, First State, Frederickburg, Middle Tennessee, Minnesota, National Capital Region, New River Valley, Palmetto, Richmond, Roanoke Valley, San Antonio, Shenandoah, Southwest Virginia, Tidewater

**Silver**
- Central Pennsylvania, Charleston, Chicago, Jacksonville, Kentuckiana, NC Triad, North Alabama, Seattle, Tampa Bay, Williamsburg

**Bronze**
- Columbia, Dallas/Fort Worth, East Tennessee, Emporia/ Roanoke Rapids, Grand Strand/ Myrtle Beach, Rockbridge, San Diego, South Florida, The Villages

Outstanding Chapter Event:
- First State - Spring Ring Speaker Event and Gourmet Farm-to-Table Dinner
- Outstanding Community Service Project: Williamsburg - Big Event 2015
- Outstanding Golf Tournament: Southwest Virginia - Bow Tie Classic
- Outstanding Fundraising Event: Prince William - 8th Annual Virginia Tech Alumni Golf Tournament
- Outstanding Chapter Marketing Program: Richmond
- Outstanding Networking Event: Tidewater - Tidewater Hokie Business Network (Re)Launch Event
- Innovation Award: North Alabama - Virginia Tech vs. Ohio State Under the Stars
- Broadening Alumni Engagement Award: Denver - Young Alumni Stranahan's Distillery Tour
- Most Improved Chapter: Southwest Virginia
- Outstanding New Chapter: Augusta/Massanutten

Outstanding Chapter Volunteer: Richard Ruckman (civil engineering ‘81), Shenandoah chapter

Outstanding Chapter Officer: Amy Zwirenheck (political science ‘06), Tampa Bay chapter

Several niches remain available in the first section of the Virginia Tech columbarium located near the Holtzman Alumni Center, and reservations are now being accepted for the second section. For more information, call Jay Whitlow at 540-231-6285 or visit alumni.vt.edu/columbarium.
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2016 travel tours

Majestic North America

Travel across the beautiful North American countryside with your fellow Hokies on one of our new domestic tours.

Southwest National Parks
- June 5-14
- Join us on a 10-day journey through a spectacular series of natural wonders in the American Southwest. At Bryce Canyon, Monument Valley, Zion National Park, and the Grand Canyon, admire the otherworldly formations famously photographed by Ansel Adams. Go river rafting along Glen Canyon, walk narrow Antelope Slot Canyon, marvel at the scenic vistas of Arches and Canyonlands national parks, and share a peaceful evening with Navajo storytelling.

Alaska Passages
- July 25-Aug. 4
- Experience Alaska’s rugged beauty while sailing aboard Oceania Cruises’ graceful Regatta. From Seattle, sail north to the picturesque Alaskan ports of Ketchikan, Wrangell, Juneau, Skagway, and Sitka; marvel at the magnificent Hubbard Glacier; and explore lovely Victoria, British Columbia.

Canadian Rockies Parks and Lodges
- Aug. 11-17
- World-class resorts and breathtaking scenery highlight this seven-day journey into the Canadian Rockies. Accompanied by two Orbridge expedition leaders, find adventure in the vast lands and magnificent ranges of the Banff, Yoho, and Jasper national parks, the crystal waters of Lake Louise and Maligne Lake, and the glacial masses of Icefields Parkway. Then, return to the region’s premier resort lodgings, and enjoy the comforts these exceptional facilities have to offer.

The Magnificent Great Lakes
- Aug. 22-31
- Picture yourself surrounded by pristine islands draped in verdant wilderness and rocky shores caressed by sparkling blue waters. From Chicago to Montreal, cruise all five Great Lakes and the scenic St. Lawrence River aboard the new 210-guest MS Saint Laurent. Treat yourself to elegant amenities and stunning vistas as this luxurious ship takes you to charming islands and lakeside towns steeped in intriguing maritime history.

View our complete list of tours and book your travel at alumni.vt.edu/travel.
Kelly Clements’ new job moved her and her family—husband Andrew, and two children—from Arlington, Virginia, to Geneva.

Andrew (biological sciences ’86, Ph.D. anaerobic microbiology ’92) is a senior technical advisor for the global health security and development unit in the U.S. Agency for International Development’s (USAID) Bureau for Global Health, where he works to prevent future pandemics by reducing the opportunities in Africa, Asia, and the Middle East for animal viruses, such as avian influenza and Ebola, to spill over into people. Geneva’s central location makes it easier for Kelly and Andrew to travel to locations where UNHCR and USAID provide assistance. In addition, Geneva’s international schools have amplified the global perspective that Kelly and Andrew share with their children about the importance of education and the impact of world events on individuals.

“We feel very good about what we’re doing,” said Andrew. “It’s challenging in lots of good and bad ways, and we feel like we’re making an important contribution.”

The links
Kelly Clements grew up in Maine, where her father ran the Canadian-American Center at the University of Maine, resulting in a steady stream of people from all over the world coming through her house. Interested in public service, Kelly looked to attend a university somewhat near Washington, D.C.

At Virginia Tech, the first day of classes in fall 1984 was abbreviated, so Andrew and Kelly separately had the idea to play golf. Meeting on the course for the first time, they finished the round together.

After obtaining her master’s degree, Kelly was recruited by the Presidential Management Fellows program, designed to attract talented individuals straight out of graduate school to work for the public. After Andrew finished his Ph.D. at Tech, Kelly suggested that he look into an American Association for Advancement of Science program with a budget of more than $3 billion to support global refugee and humanitarian programs and humanitarian policy. “She’s a force of nature, both driven and exuberant in what she does,” said Heidi Munger Sung (M.U.R.P. ’90), who participated in the same fellowship program that led Clements to work with refugees. “It can be a very trying and sad and desperate situation she works with every day. She travels to the refugee camps. She sees it all—but she’s a very happy, upbeat, outgoing person.”

The personal interactions with refugees at that time are something the Clements’ efforts to assist refugees and fight the transmission of infectious diseases and Virginia Tech’s motto of Ut Prosim (That I May Serve) is not lost on Professor Emeritus Jim Bohland, former vice president and executive director of National Capital Region operations and a research leader at the Global Forum for Urban and Regional Resilience.

“To me, one of the important things about the concept of Ut Prosim is obviously the service, but also in not drawing recognition to yourself. This is personified in Kelly,” said Bohland, who met Kelly when she was an undergraduate and has remained in contact since. “You [serve] in a way not to bring honor to yourself, but to provide the service. Most of her life has really been dedicated to serving those who are in desperate straits, or at points of their lives where survival becomes an issue. That’s a pretty thankless job. She’s reached out across the world to help millions of people in need of assistance.”

“We feel like we’re both making important contributions in improving people’s lives,” Andrew said. “But these are complex problems, so there’s a lot more work to be done.”

Kelly spent her second year in the program with UNHCR in Cox’s Bazar, a southeast Bangladesh community where nearly 200,000 refugees had fled from persecution in Myanmar in the early 1990s. Kelly worked with women, men, and children who had “experienced horrible things in terms of persecution—no freedom of movement, no ability to practice their religion, forced to work, no education or health care for their children, all because of their ethnicity,” she said. “This was a life-changing experience. The personal interactions with refugees at that time are something that still drives me today. It comes down to the difference we can make in individual lives until they can go home or find another solution to displacement. That was transformative for me.”

She’s toiled on behalf of refugees, displaced persons, and others in need of international help ever since, mostly through a 25-year career at the U.S. Department of State and now in her current post. During her latter years with the state department, Kelly was responsible for humanitarian issues in Asia and the Middle East, with a budget of more than $3 billion to support global refugee and humanitarian programs and humanitarian policy.

“’s a force of nature, both driven and exuberant in what she does,” said Heidi Munger Sung (M.U.R.P. ’90), who participated in the same fellowship program that led Clements to work with refugees. “It can be a very trying and sad and desperate situation she works with every day. She travels to the refugee camps. She sees it all—but she’s a very happy, upbeat, outgoing person.”

The connection between the Clements’ efforts to assist refugees and fight the transmission of infectious diseases and Virginia Tech’s motto of Ut Prosim (That I May Serve) is not lost on Professor Emeritus Jim Bohland, former vice president and executive director of National Capital Region operations and a research leader at the Global Forum for Urban and Regional Resilience.

“To me, one of the important things about the concept of Ut Prosim is obviously the service, but also in not drawing recognition to yourself. This is personified in Kelly,” said Bohland, who met Kelly when she was an undergraduate and has remained in contact since. “You [serve] in a way not to bring honor to yourself, but to provide the service. Most of her life has really been dedicated to serving those who are in desperate straits, or at points of their lives where survival becomes an issue. That’s a pretty thankless job. She’s reached out across the world to help millions of people in need of assistance.”
Six Things You Didn’t Know About the Beach Boys

In 1962, Jim Murphy quit his speechwriting job to commute 600 miles each week to Virginia Tech to become a veterinarian at the age of 40. A resident of Bowie, Maryland, and a lifelong fan of the Beach Boys, Murphy (B.A. ’77) spent eight years researching and writing “Becoming the Beach Boys, 1961-1963,” which looks at how five teenagers formed an iconic band now in its sixth decade.

1. None of the original band members—brothers Brian, Dennis, and Mike; and Wilson, a cousin; Mike Love; and Brian’s high school classmate Al Jardine—had formal musical training.

2. Because Al didn’t see a future in music, he quit the band in mid-February 1962, pursuing a pre-dental curriculum.

3. By early March 1962, the band had replaced Al with David Marks, the Wilsons’ 13-year-old neighbor. At 15 years old, however, David got into an argument with the Wilsons’ father, Murry, and quit the band. In the 1990s, David periodically appeared with the band, reuniting it in 2012 for a 50th anniversary tour.

4. In April 1962, the band recorded a demonstration record of “Surfin’ Safari,” “409,” and “Lonely Sea,” which landed them a 7-year recording contract with Capitol Records.

5. In May 1962, the Capitol contract had to be signed by Murray Wilson, the Wilson brothers’ father, because Mike, at 21, was the only band member who wasn’t a minor.

6. In October 1963, frustrated by the rigorous of organic chemistry, Al happily accepted an offer to rejoin the band—effectively one of the greatest second chances in rock ‘n’ roll history.

7. In 2015, Jim Murphy quit his speechwriting job to commute 600 miles each week to Virginia Tech to become a veterinarian at the age of 40. A resident of Bowie, Maryland, and a lifelong fan of the Beach Boys, Murphy (B.A. ’77) spent eight years researching and writing “Becoming the Beach Boys, 1961-1963,” which looks at how five teenagers formed an iconic band now in its sixth decade.

8. None of the original band members—brothers Brian, Dennis, and Mike; and Wilson, a cousin; Mike Love; and Brian’s high school classmate Al Jardine—had formal musical training.

9. Because Al didn’t see a future in music, he quit the band in mid-February 1962, pursuing a pre-dental curriculum.

10. By early March 1962, the band had replaced Al with David Marks, the Wilsons’ 13-year-old neighbor. At 15 years old, however, David got into an argument with the Wilsons’ father, Murry, and quit the band. In the 1990s, David periodically appeared with the band, reuniting it in 2012 for a 50th anniversary tour.

11. In April 1962, the band recorded a demonstration record of “Surfin’ Safari,” “409,” and “Lonely Sea,” which landed them a 7-year recording contract with Capitol Records.

12. In May 1962, the Capitol contract had to be signed by Murray Wilson, the Wilson brothers’ father, because Mike, at 21, was the only band member who wasn’t a minor.

13. In October 1963, frustrated by the rigorous of organic chemistry, Al happily accepted an offer to rejoin the band—effectively one of the greatest second chances in rock ‘n’ roll history.

From left to right: David Marks, Bernadette Murphy, Mike Love, Jim Murphy ’77, and Bruce Johnston.
Class Notes

Family

“First Snow $90
Virginia’s Finest $150
223 Gilbert Street
Blacksburg, VA 24060
(540) 552-6446
74 Poplar Grove Lane
Mathews, VA 23109
(800) 430-1320 or (804) 725-7378
www.pbuckleymos.com
329 West Main Street
Waynesboro, VA 22980
(540) 949-6473

Galleries
Offering the most extensive collection of original watercolor, giclées, etchings and offset lithographs by P. Buckley Moss, America’s most celebrated living artist and Virginia Tech’s own Outreach Fellow for the Arts.

First Snow $90
First Store $90

Thanks FRANK
Celebrate COACH BEAMER
with Virginia Tech-licensed products, and support STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS and Coach Beamer’s foundation. Herma’s Readers

Class Notes

Paul J. Clarke (COMM), Sioux Falls, S.D., is the building official and code enforcement officer for the city of Brandon, South Dakota.
Paul R. Johansen (FIW), Charleston, W. Va., was named the West Virginia Division of Natural Resources’ wildlife resources section chief.
James A. Lizzi (CE), Costa Mesa, Calif., retired as a registered traffic engineer after a 33-year career.
Brian R. Murphy (FIW), New Castle, Va., was named among the inaugural class of Fellows for the American Fisheries Society.

“Ella (top) has a gorgeous dimple and a contagious belly laugh, and Sydney is itsy-bitsy with a personality that lights up a room. They love to hold hands and steal each other’s toys.”
—Kim Sink

“Hollis is at least the eighth generation in my family to have the middle name Ellen—and I promised my great-grandmother I would continue the tradition.”
—Leslie Hawkins

Leslie Hawkins ’04, Winchester, Va., a daughter, Hollis Ellen, 5/25/15.

Christopher C. Kohler (FW), Hertford, N.C., was named a Fellow by the American Fisheries Society.
Christopher C. Kohler (FW), Hertford, N.C., authored a suspense novel, "Cracked Island."

Jean Miller Fore (CTRA), Powhatan, Va., 7/31/15.
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Harry A. McCarren (PSYC), Quincy, Ill., 7/21/15.
Charles A. Zintner (ME), Stafford, Va., 7/9/15.
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John K. Tolmie (MGT), Reisterstown, Md., completed a six-day climb to the top of Mount Kilimanjaro.
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‘79
Allen F. Harper (ANSC, ANSC ‘82, ANSC ‘92), Franklin, Va., was inducted into the Virginia Livestock Hall of Fame.
Sharon L. McCloskey (BIOL), Radford, Va., was conferred the title of senior associate athletics director emerita by the Virginia Tech Board of Visitors.
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“There wasn’t even much time to think [during the show]. It was just ‘do.’ But there was that split-second moment before all the presentations, that bit was nerve-wracking. When you’re about to walk out and see everybody, that moment I’m always going to remember. I remember savoring that walk. You take your time, walk out and see everybody, that moment I’m always going to remember.”

—Kelsy Dominick

Fashionista

A runway show in New York City represents a milestone in the life of any fashion designer. In September 2015, Kelsy Dominick (apparel, housing, and resource management, international studies 13) of Haymarket, Virginia, got that opportunity. For Couture Fashion Week, held during New York Fashion Week, Dominick completely overhaul her collection, taking her cues from a passage in Proverbs that describes a “noble woman” wearing purple. After continuing to tweak her designs up until the night before the show, she took her position behind the scenes in the project, which was staged in Times Square’s Crown Plaza.
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16 years ago, the Virginia Center for Civil War Studies was founded, with James I. "Bud" Robertson Jr. as director. The center and the libraries’ Special Collections continue to preserve Civil War history today with rare books, manuscripts, letters, and diaries.

35 years ago, the Black Student Organization began meeting to celebrate diversity on campus.

45 years ago, before women could join the Corps of Cadets, the Angel Flight, a sister organization of the U.S. Air Force ROTC, was formed.

105 years ago, cadets participated in a tradition that still stands today: an epic snowball fight during the first snowfall of the year.

BY KIM BASELLER, UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR. IMAGE COURTESY OF LIBRARIES’ SPECIAL COLLECTIONS; MORE CAN BE FOUND AT IMAGEBASE.LIB.VT.EDU.

**Class Notes Retrospective**

Christopher D. Hostfall

MATH, University City, Tenn., was selected as the Hokie Hero for the football game versus East Carolina University.

Amanda L. Zahn (PSYC), Alexandria, Va., started her own business, Living Threads Company, providingcustom home textiles to support Central American children through the nonprofit Living Threads Company, providing custom home textiles to support Central American children.

Adam M. Sayre (FIN) and Susan M. Sayre (COMM ’88), Blacksburg, Va., a daughter, 8/10/15.
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For Bobby Hollingsworth, medical research is personal.

The junior majoring in chemical engineering, biochemistry, and chemistry is drawn to studying diseases with an eye toward new therapies that will not only extend lives, but save them altogether.

His ambitious determination is driven by the loss of two special people—his grandmother, who died from cancer, and a nanny, who cared for him while his family lived in Botswana, and who later died from AIDS.

Supported by the University Honors Class of 1954 Fellowship, this summer Hollingsworth will return to Botswana for the first time since his childhood. While there, he will work at a health clinic and research HIV. Without the fellowship, his trip across the world would not be possible.


To learn more about how philanthropy makes an impact at Virginia Tech, or to make your own gift, visit givingto.vt.edu.
2016 BLACK ALUMNI REUNION

“A Silver and Gold Celebration: Treasuring the Legacy of Black Graduates at Virginia Tech”

This reunion marks the 50th anniversary of the first black women students at Virginia Tech and the 25th anniversary of the Black Cultural Center. Join us to celebrate, socialize, and network with students, faculty, and alumni.

- Black Cultural Center 25th anniversary reception
- Alumni/student networking
- Alumni awards ceremony and gala
- Spring game tailgate

For more information or to register, visit inclusive.vt.edu/alumni. Advance registration is required; no on-site registration.

For volunteer or sponsorship opportunities, contact Latanya Walker at latanya@vt.edu.

April 21-24
Blacksburg